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CHRISTllfNITY AMONG THB Rl!.LlGIONS OP THB WORLD. By

Arnold Toynbee. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1957. 112
pages. Cloth. $2.7:5.
Toynbee is adept at infatuating and infuriating his readers by turns,
IS his bold schematizations yield both breath-ulcing insights and dogmatic
ovenimplifications. The Hewett lectures are an illustration of his power
a, stimulate and at other times merely to startle.
Fundamentally, it seems, Toynbee advises that Christianity Hinduizc
itself in its attitude toward other religions. He sends the hounds of one's
suspicions baying in this direction on the very first page of his preface
where he defines the common denominator of the higher religions in
the negative terms charuaeristic of Vedanta philosophy: 'They all believe
that man is not the highest spiritual presence in the universe."
This is all innocent enough so far as it goes. However, Toynbee
works it out consistently to the inevitable outcome: Christianity should
ttCOVer from the disease of its exclusive-mindedness and learn to win
others by that method which was plied for millennia by Hinduism before
it was known in the stateside vernacular as the Notre Dame technique:
If you can't beat 'em, join 'em. The exasperating part of all this is that
Toynbee is partly right. He says it with winsome sales appeal: "If we
an ~press wh:at we believe to be the essential truths and precepts of our
own religion in aaion as well as in words, and if at the same time we
an be receptive to the truths and ideals of the other faiths, we shall
be more likely to win the attention and good will of the followers of
those other faiths" (p. 105}. Few would cavil at this irenic statement.
If Buddha said twO times two is four, there is no reason for rejeaing
the answer just because it was he who gave it.
And when Toynbee finds the core of Christianity in its vision of
a loving God sacrificing Himself for His creatures, one is almost ecstatic.
Almost, but not quite. For Toynbee hastens on to say that this vision is
not unique to Christianity but is found in the old nature religions with
their vegetation god, a Tammuz or Adonis or Osiris who sacrificed himself to give man the bread of life, not to mention the loving. compassiooate bodhisattva of Mahayana Buddhism, who postpones a well-earned
eotrlDCe into Nirvana to show others the way to salvation. And if you
make the comparison in this precise framework, Toynbee is right. All of
this goes ro show that dose only counts in a horseshoe game.
What is remarkable is that a man who is a historian should have
skirted so closely that which is Christianity's unique message: God's
377
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n:velatioa of Himself in history in the human flesh of Jesus. Primitive
equated
with the idea of
asricultural myths, bodhisattva ideals, can be
a loving S:lvior, but not with the hard hi1t0rical ttality: '"suffered under
Pontius Pilate." This is something you have to take or leave. It is
passing strange that it is a historian who should be advising a religion
that is H•ilsgeschichl• to adopt the traditional approach of a aonhistorial
Hinduism.
And yet these arc hard words for what is in many ways a good book.
Toynbee is at his best in summoning the religions of the world to stand
fast against '"the resurgence of another religion wh.ich is an old aad
a bad one: our wonhip of ounelves in the plural in the shape of
collective human power." Here he is impartial in his condemnation
of a post-Christian Communism or an out-of-date nationalism, which
be derives from the deiJicatioa of the Greek city-state.
W.J.OANKEll

BVIDBNCB OF TRADITION. By Daniel J. Theron. Grand Rapids,
Mich.: Baker Book House, 1958. xiv and 315 pases. Cloth. $3.95.
This book, a most welcome addition to New Testament study, contains the Greek and Latin texts with corresponding translations of more
than 100 selections from the writings of the early Christian era to the
time of Aupstine. It is designed to facilitate study of the early church,
the New Testament books, and the New Testament canon. Here one will
find exactly what pagan authors, such as Tacitus and Pliny, had to say
about Christianity. famous
The
Gallio inscription, which plays such
a significant role in the dating of Paul's correspondence, is printed in full
The statements on the canon by
early
the
Marcionite
fathers,
Mark's
Prologues,
the
d elements
to
Gospel, uncanonical sayings of Jesus, and
other items of vital concern are all presented here, with appropriate
bibliographical data. This is the only book in print which in one volume
supplies this material in such readable and reasonably complete form.
It is a task that had to be done, and we are grateful that it has been
done so well.
FllBDBJUCK W. DANKBll
THB GOSPBL OF ST. LUKB. By Joseph Dillersbcrger. Westminster,
Md.: The Newman Press, 1958. 558 pages. Cloth. $5.75.
Philological gymnastia, cryptic Hebrew, medieval allegory, and theological handstands conspire together to effect an exegetical Walpurgis
Night in this approach to the third Gospel. The Samaritan's oil and wine
are symbolic of the sacraments {p. 297) ; the Lord perhaps '"intended to
foretell the schism in His Church in that Simon's partners were in nolhn
ship," referring
the to
Eastern
Church {p. 193); God is Mary's salvation
in view of His advance redemption of her from original sin {p. 89) ;
Gabriel's gracious salutation perhaps '"actually brings to pass what the
good angels had willingly agreed to before all time - that a daughrer
of men should be their queen" {p. 17) ; and many other such liberties
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of pen. There are occasional
contents correspondences between the
of
chis book and chat of the third Gospel. The devotion of the author to
a tradition is unquc:stioa.ed, but his re.flcction on Roman Catholic scholarship is a disservice.
FRBDBIUCX. W. DANKER.
THB lEITBR TO THB ROMANS. By William Barclay, ed. PhilaCloth.xxxi and 244 pages.
delphia: The Westminster Press, 19S8.

s2.,o.

as well as scholarship evidenced in William Barclay's
CDDUibutions to the Daily Study Bible Series have been dominant factors
in the success of this publishing venture. This translation and brief
exposition of Romans displays a ripe perception of some of its leading
themes as well as :ability to express in simple terms the profound truths
of the epistle. In certain areas, however, Barclay would appear somewhat
wlnenble. The equation of the oracles of God with the Tea Commandments (p. 48) is philologically questionable. A concordance study
would not seem to bear out the statement that Paul is apologetic for the
use of the sluve-metaphor in 6: 19, because he did not like to compare
the Christian life with any kind of slavery. In the same context Barclay
appears to
too much out of 6: 17 regarding the extent of prebapdeduce
tismal instruction. He finds also in Paul's discussion on election a somewhat despotic picture of God.
FREDERICK w. DANKER.
ZUl\f STRBIT Ul\f DIB UBBl!.RlYINDUNG DBS Gl!.SllTZI!.S. By Rudolf
Hermann. Weimar: Hermann Boehlaus Nacbfolger, 19S8. 52 pages.
Paper. DM 3.50.
The author endeavors to point up Luther's chief concern in the
Antinomian Controversy with his friend Agricola. In this he succeeds
quire well. He shows that Luther realizes the need of the Law in order
to establish the need of Christ. Christ Himself expounds the Law in
preparing rhe way for the Gospel. At the same time Luther emphasizes
the sharp distinction between the Law and the Gospel. The author does
not, however, fully agree with Luther's concept of Christ's relation to
the I.aw. A number of questions are in order. Does the author regard
the justification of the sinner as a forensic act? Does he identify the
believer's righteousness with the nnio m1stic11? Is the sinner's righteousness to be combined with the righteousness of Christ in the final Judgment? If this is not what the author would s:iy, one might desire greater
clarity in his final evaluation.
L W. SPITZ
THB KING'S TWO BOD11!.S: A SINtlly in /if«li•11td Poli1iul Tb.a/011.
By Ernst H. Kantorowicz. Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University
Press, 19S7. xvi and 568 pages. Ooth. $10.00.
The fiction of the King's rwo bodies, "its uamformarions, implimtions, and radiatiom," is the problem of Kantorowicz's study. Medieval
political history, medieval ideas, medieval law, and medieval theology are
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drawn on for their thorough elucidation of an arresting development.
jurists said, because
'The
King
the
he possesses a body politic
never
dies,"
and a natural body. The notion of Crown is interwoven in the srraads
of political thought, as iJ the concept r•x ;,u,,11m•n111m tligni1111is. Dante,
who wrote a ue:atise D• mo1111,ehi11, iJ subjected to an analysis as a political
philosopher. These indications of the scope of the work, amply documented, will also point up its significance. The 32 illustrations, medallions, and seals are, to a large extent, splendid reproductions and help to
visualize the discussion. Kantorowicz's study amply demonstrates rhat
'Th• King's T ,110 Botli,s iJ an offshoot of Christian theological thought
and consequently stands as a landmark of Christian political theology"
(p. 506).
CARL S.MBYBll

GESCHICHTE DER ALTCHRISTUCHEN UTERATUR BIS BUSEBIUS.
By Adolf Harnadc. Second revised edition by Kurt Aland. Leipzig:
J. C. Hinrichs Verlag fuer Deucscher Buchexport und -import
G. m. b. H ., 1958. Two volumes in four. Cloth. Price nor given.
Adolf Harnack needs no introduction to present-day theologians.
Most people still remember him as the popularizer of Rirschlian theology,
especially in his famous lectures D11s 1P'• sm tlt1s Ch,i
st•nlums.
However,
it was primarily as a student of patristics and of the early church mat
Harnack made a lasting contribution to knowledge. Active in founding
the Berlin Corpus (still in progress) and cofounder of the magnificent
series T 11xl11 ttntlG Un111rs11eh1111
.
g11n z11,
11sehieh111 de, 11hehris1/ieh1111
l.i111,11INr, he had a deep respect for source documents that left its impress
on all his work.
It is this that makes the reprint of his G11sehieh10 a valuable conuibution to current literature and not just antiquarian dust raising. Volume I is
a collection of all the information that a reader or editor of an early
author needs to begin his work: collections of ancient tesrimonia, listing
of quotations in subsequent authors, descriptions of existing manuscripts
and suggested stemmata, long lists of inei/)il'scxplieil's,
and
and much
valuable bibliographical material. While certain facets of this work are
dated (one will turn to Bauer's and Vauarso's lisrings of the ini1i11 and
Dekker's Clt1r1is f1alrNm Ltltinori,m [Sacris Erudiri Ill, 1951) for the
manuscript traditions of extant Latin fathers), there is no subsequent
work that will replace it as a whole.
Volume II attemprs to put the literature into chronological order (the
proposed third volume was never published). Once again it is the respect
for sources that gives the work its value. All the building blocks ue
there for anyone co consuuct his own chronology (the early bishops' lists,
ancient notices, etc. ), even if the current day is of a markedly different
theological climate than early twentieth-century Germany. Harnack himself was able to change his own mind on the basiJ of a restudy of these
cwa. e.g., on the dare of Luke-Acrs.
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This is one of those basic works that belong in the library of every
historian of the Christian Church. It is a monument of scholarship that
is still useful today. The reprint is well done. Aland has provided some
lists of c:orrecrions and additions, though not of great length.
EooAll ICJlBNTZ

HISTORY OP THB LATBR ROMAN BMPIRB. By J. B. Bury. New
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1958. Paper. Two volumes, :nv and
471 pages, ix and 494 pages. $2.00 per volume.
Church historians as well as theologians in general will join students
of the Byzantine civilization in welcoming the reprint of this historical
classic, an important work in its field since it first appeared in 1889 and
the standard history since irs complete revision in 1923. The first volume
coven the history of the Empire for 150 years from the death of Theodosius I to about the beginning of the sixth century, with its main
emphasis on the German conquest of Western Europe. The second discusses chiefly the half-century reign of Justinian, including the Persian
Wars, the reconquest of Africa and lmly, and Justinian's economic,
administrative, and legal forms and ecclesiastical policy.
Departing radically from Edward Gibbon's verdict upon the Byzantine
Empire as "a uniform tale of weakness and misery ••• treachery, cruelty,
bigotry, and decadence," Bury credits this civilization with preserving
much of the greatness of classical culture and transmitting it to the
barbarized West over a millennium. He evaluates Byzantium's two greata first
gifrs. The
was gift of men, the philosophers, anisrs, and classical
scholars who fled to the cultural centers of Western Europe after the
fall of Constantinople to the Turks in 1453 and helped to promote the
Renaissance. The second was to Russia, where Byzantine influence molded
the political, religious, and cultural development of Moscow, which could
soon boast of following Constantinople as the ''Third Rome."
Theologians cannot always agree with Bury's conclusions bur must
rapecr his careful scholarship and critical use of the mass of source
materials which he makes available, as well as bis brilliant summaries
and analyses of the viewpoints of others.
ARTHUR KLINCK

CIVIUZATION ON TRIAL and THB WORLD AND THB WEST.
By Arnold Toynbee. New York: Meridian Books, Inc., 1958. 348
pages. Paper. $1.45.
AN HISTORIAN'S APPROACH TO RBLIGION. By Arnold Toynbee.
London: Oxford University Press, 1956. ix and 316 pages. Oorh.
21/-.
Toynbee is a prodigious student of bisrory. His erudition and his
learning are vast. He writes with a sryle that will rank him with the
masters of historical prose. He has been hailed as the great synthesizer
and interpreter of historical lore of the 20th century. His concern for
religion and his use of the Scriptures, his seeming eschatological concerns,

.
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and his rmdiness to utter judgments have endeared him to some theologians and preachers. His major work. S111rl1 of Hislor,, appeared ia
twelve volumes, epitomized by D. C. Somervell in two volumes, and
sketched in forty-eight pages in Meridian Books M 52.
AJ a Gnostic and a religious eclectic Toynbee is not a sound guide.
The rt1'1gio hislorici which he propounds recognizes sin and self-centeredness and suffering. He finds in love the common elements of the great
religions. He says also that the theology into which the myths of religion
have been transposed is not essential.
Neither is Toynbee a sound guide as a historian. He chooses and
arranges and finds a pattern to suit his particular theory. Almost every
historian does this, but a careful scholar does no violence to the facts.
Toynbee does.
CARL S. MBYBR

WHAT DIVIDES PROTl!STANTS TODAY. By Hugh T. Kerr.
MIXING RELIGION AND POLITICS. By William Muehl.
THE WORLD CRISIS AND AMERICAN RESPONSIBILITY. By Reinhold Niebuhr. Reflection Books. New York: The Association Press,
1958. Each, 128 pages. Paper. 50 cents each.
These three books make good reading. They are timely and informative, provoking thought and action.
In a factual :iccount of the complex Protestant divisions in America,
without uking sides or passing judgment of any kind, refraining from
offering solutions or making predictions, Princeton's Kerr describes what
De:in Inge ailed the "fissiparous nature of Protest:intism." He an:ilyzes
the theologial :ind doarinal, social and cultural factors :ind issues that
divide or separate us.
Two of the fllctors, · religion and politia, must mix, asserts Yale's
Muehl, for m:in's rel:itionship to God is inextricably bound up with his
relationship to other men. It calls for a Christian participation in politics,
he claims, that is responsible, skillful, and loy:il to overarching Christian
principles. His analysis of rugged, moralistic individu:ilism and its social
and political consequences is keen, and it prepares the w:iy for his emphasis
on the imponance of social structures and processes. The choice, he
argues, is not between religion and politia, but between the influence
either of religion or of pseudo-religion on politia; and a vigorous program
of social and political analysis by Christians is the surest defense against
the development of a church-state.
Union's Niebuhr offers a unified selection of brilliant essays to represent his applications of Christian principles to these current national and
world problems and crises. Here are realistic analyses of the nature of
our crisis, of the Communist evil, of UNESCO and world government,
and of the limits of cultural co-operation and of military power. The
author reflects neither stupid' cynicism nor despairing pessimism, but
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a realism which ieckons with both the limitations and possibilities of
human nature, and which therefore conuibura to political insight and
moral understanding on the part of the reader.
ALDBllT

G. MBllltBNS

CHRIS'l'UNS .A.ND THB ST.A.TB. By John C. Bennett. New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 19:58. 302 pages. Ooth. $4.:50.
THB S'l'.A.TB AND THB CHURCH IN .A PRBB SOCIBTY. By A. Vict0r
Murray. Cambridge: Univenity Press, 19:58. 191 pages. Cloth.
$4.:50.

CENTURIES
TWENTY
OF CHURCH AND STATB. BySidneyZ.Ehler.
WesbDinster, Md.: The Newman Press, 19:57. 160 pages. Paper.
$1.9:5.
The Union Theological Seminary professor Bennett presents a readable and up-to-date study, chiefly of the problems of political ethia
•iewed in the light of their theological basis and the nature and function of the stare. Part III is a critical and helpful discussion of churchand-state relations in America, particularly in the area of education. The
author endeavors to :allay somewhat the exaggerated fean by Protestants
of Roman C:arholic claims by calling attention to the divisions within
the ranks of the 1:arrer on principles of religious liberty, in particular to
the attempt of Father John Courtney Murray to change the principles
u well as the practice of his church in this matter. This reviewer's fe:an
are not allayed, for Rome continues to claim supreme power under God
and has in the course of centuries demonstrated, and continues to demonlU:lte, its readiness and ability, despite temporary adjusanents of expediency
or necessity, to press its basic docuinal claim of plenitude of power and
to strive for its practical realization.
In the Hibbert Lectures of 19:57, Murray, the president of Chcshunt
College, Cambridge, very ably suggests that a realization of the ideal "free
society" annot be achieved if church and stare continue to be regarded
u institutions, making claims and counterclaims to supreme power. Even
the
of offices, whereby the church exercises authority in spiritual
allocation
and the State in temporal things, is quite unworkable, according to Murray,
for the penonalities of people cannot be so divided. However, if "church"
be redefined
ideal
as the
community,
as a challenge to Christendom, and
u a standard by which individual churches are judged; and if "state" be
redefined u the all-comprehending organization of secular affairs for the
common good, then the hope can be entertained for achieving mutually
helpful co-operation and even the solution of many problems in churchstate relations. The author's chief argument is that the only workable
pattern for a society in which the "secular uinity" of liberty, equality, and
is the Christian family, which
fraternity can approach fuller realization
neither avoids nor exploits but .resolves tensions and differences. many
arise
Murray
factors
that
in a free society in church-state rclaoutlines the
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tions, revealing
helpful
some
imights
deep and
and providing sigoifiaot
illustrations from history. The author is not "'moomttuck with optimism";
he knows that sin is the rock on which all utopias come to grief; he su1"'the
gcsts that
of our Lord Jesus Christ,"' operative in human lives,
is the basis and motivation for the compassion, sympathy, and stern selfdisciplining needed for the sake of the human family and free society.
Ehler, author of the third book. is II Roman Catholic lecturer on
and Hist
lnternation:ll
Lo.w
in University College, Dublin. In this
brief and readable account, bearin& the nihil ob11111 and imprim11111r, he
secs church-state relations moving through several historical phases from
hot-war
to and cold-war
Hider
Khrushchev. The
Trajan and Const;intine
Lutheran and Calvinistic reformations, the Enlightenment, and the American experiment in church-and-state separation receive considerable
attention in the volume, particularly as they affect Roman C:uholic claims
and praaiccs. The ups and downs of the hierocratic doarine, the theory
of flot11st11s
,
indir, ua Hildebrandism, Febronianism, and Caesaro-Papism
are traced in informative and helpful manner. Important data are supplied
in orderly fashion. The author aims to present
saysa. that
dispassionate
20th-century
inquiry;
totalitarianis
however, he
is a direct consequence
of the Reformation and that Luther fell into II ca.pita.I heresy when he
denied the principle of the plenitude of papal power. He omits the grave
injustices and suppressions suffered by Spanish Protestants in spite of or
because of the new concordat of 19S3, and the case of the bishop of
Prator, 19S8. Rom4 s, mp,r
, m ,ad
will under pressure m:ake e11:pedient
and temporary compromises, a.rrangements, and concordats; but the
reviewer finds no evidence of a voluntary sharing of its power with any
other, nor a renunci:ation of the spirit of coercion and persecution
""justified" by doarine. For the informed and critical reader, Ehler's book
is good; for the uninformed and unwaiy, misleading and dangerous.
ALBERT G. MERKBNS

GOD'S RIVER. By Donald Grey Ba.rnhouse. Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Eerdmam Publishing Co., 19S8. 244 pages. Cloth. $3.S0.
The subtitle of Barnhousc's latest book shows the category of religious
writings to which it belongs: Exposition of Biblt1 Doetri111111 Talti111 IN
,u 1h11 Poi111 of D11pn,111,11. The present volume,
Epist/11 to 1h11
based on Rom. S:1-11, the fourth in the series, representing radio teaehing
based on Romans, broadcast now for over eight years on the Bible Study
Hour (NBC), contaim 24 of these talks, each averaging a little less than
eight pages. Barnhouse in method and theology reminds one much of
Alexander Maclaren in his '/!:cpositio#S. In saying this we accord him
high praise, while alerting the Lutheran reader to his Reformed and
Calvinist orientation. The great merit of Barnhouse is his earnest effort
to delve into Scripture and always to keep the atonement of Christ in
the center.
VIcroR BARTLING
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TREATISES If.ND
MBISTBR
SBRMONS
BCKHlf.RT.
OP
Selected and
translated by James M. Clark and John V. Skinner. New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1958. 267 pages. Cloth. $4.00.
The editors and translators seem to be of the opinion that the lack
of translations of the Latin sermons of Meister Eckhart has left posterity
with a distorted picture of the famous mystic and that the real Eckhart
u reve:aled in the Latin selections of his work show him as a more
orthodox and more Christocenuic writer than he has been evaluated to be.
Eddiart has been viewed as a harbinger of the Reformation. This is
• generalization and oversimplification. It, no doubt, stems from Luther's
enthusiastic evaluation of the mystics (he knew nothing of Eckhart).
The mystics represented a reaction against the cold, logical formulations
of the scholastics, who aaually did some "straight" thinking, whereas
the mystics did some distorted thinking. The mystics conuibuted little
to the Reformation, for they, too, were rationalists. Mysticism is VnJl•11dess11eh•; it is an unhealthy religiosity. This new work on Eckhart
presents some of the Latin works of the great Dominican in authentic
uanslation.
PH. J. ScHROEDER
HARLY SlTBS OP CHRlSTllf.NlTY. By Peter Bamm. Translated by
Stanley Godman. New York: Pantheon Books, Inc., 1957. 256
pages. Cloth. $4.50.
A lucid translation of Peter Bamm's popular Pr1111h• S111m11n de,
Christ1111h11i1 takes the reader into the geographic background of both the
Old and New Testaments, with numerous excursions into the history of
the church and its world setting. The author, a physician, brings to bis
task that freshness of spirit and vivid descriptive power so often lacking
in profound discussions of the same material by trained theologians and
historians. He picks sites in Greece, Asia Minor, Syria, and Babylonia,
tying up his description with the rise and fall of empires as well as
with the surging power of the kingdom of God as proclaimed by Paul
and his fellow apostles. Illustrated by more than 20 good photographs
of sites old and new, the book provides a few hours of relaxed but
profitable reading for a busy pastor, with many descriptive passages
wonhy of marking and rereading from time to time for the stimulation
ARTHUR KLINCK
alforded by their insight and charm.

GBORG AGRICOLA. UND SBINB ZBlT. By Helmut Wilsdorf. Georgi#S
lf.gri,0l11 - lf.ttsg11wihl1e W11,ke. Band I. Berlin: Veb Deutscher
Verlag der Wissenschaften, 1956. xvi and 335 pages and 70 reproductions. Ooth. Price not given.
Georg Agricola was a minerologist, a humanist, and a politician. He
was born March 24, 1494, in Glachau; he died in 1555. His best-known
work is XII B••ehn 110m Bngb•11 """ H11e11enwe11111. Among his lost
works are three S,h11lortl111111g11n and four dialogs dealing with tradition,
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the universal church, the sacr:uncaa, and the authority of the spiritual
office. Agricola was also a historian, writing (in German) Di• G•sebM,1•
tl•s V11111rl11ndes. As a versatile character of the period of the German
Renaissance and the Reformation, Agricola is worth knowing. Wilsdorf
has done a valuable piece of rcscarch. A dissent with his judgment regarding Luther's detrimental effect on universities (p. 128) is not out of
order. Praise for the splendid collection of illustratiom at the end of
the volume is merited.
CARL S. MBYBll

PHILON D'Al.BXANDRlB: LA MIGRATION D'ABRAHAM. Inuoducdon, text critique, uaduaion, ct notes by RenE Cadiou. Paris:
Les Editiom du Cerf, 1957. 92 pages. Paper. Price not given.
This volume in the series So,m:•s Cbr61iennes is noteworthy for the
editor's textual work. It shows that not even as carefully done an edition
as Cohn-Wendland's Philo can be regarded as the last word. Cadiou feels
that Philo was too often emended by these editors in the interest of
elegance (p. 20). His own edition often returns to Monacensis Gr. 459,
There is hardly a single page where Cadiou's text does not differ from the
normally accepted one. One editorial lack is the omission of Mangey'1
page numbers. Too many older volumes do not cite ~y the paragraph
numbers of Cohn-Wendland used by Cadiou. The translation is good,
striking the mean between literalness and paraphrase. The short noteS
at the bottom of the page give much helpful information. The inuoduaion is a model, giving all the necessary information in 21 pages.
Two misprints were noted in the Greek text: p. 32, line 2, for ooii read
-ioii; p. 34, line 7, for ;j read i\. It is to be hoped that Cadiou will edit
further Philonic texts, especially the D• 11i111 eontemp/;eli.1111.
EDGAR KRENTZ

ARCHABOLOGY AND THB PRB-CHRlSTIAN CBNTURIBS. By J. A.
Thompson. Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,
1958. 139 pages. Ooth. $1.50.
OUT OP THB BARTH. By E. M. Blaiklock. Grand Rapids: William B.
Ecrdmam Publishing Company, 1958. 80 pages. Cloth. $1.50.
These two recent Pathway books, both well written, are serviceable
to the general reader as well as to the busy pastor in giving a fair coverage
and generally excellent judgment on the materials presented, condensed
as they arc because of limitations of space. The first, J. A. Thompson's
leaures based on Old Testament studies at the Baptist Theological
College, New South Wales, Australia, is a sequel to the same author's
Arehtteolo&, 11,11l lh• Old Tes111mn,1. It presents a running historical
account of the period from the Babylonian Captivity to the birth of Christ,
treating the Exile and the return, the Persian period, the Jew outside of
Palestine, the Hellenistic period, and the reign of Herod the Great. It also
has a good chapter on the religious community of Qumran.
The second book by E. M. Biaiklock of University College, Auc:kland,
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New Zaland, presents the witness of archaeology to the New Testament,
especially as related to the binh of Christ, the sayings of Christ, the
with
resurrection, the Acts of the Apostles, the epistles, and the Apocalypse.
It closes
a discussion of archaeological findings under the city of
of Rome and an excellent evaluation of Mithraism as illustrated by .recent
research.
Alt.THUll KLINCK
THB UNrtY If.ND DISUNITY OP THB CHURCH. By G. W. Bromiley.
Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1958. 104
pages. Ooth. $1.25.
Despite innumerable dissensions and disagreements, Bromiley says,
the church has always and everywhere maintained an awareness of its
uaicy. He finds the basis of this in the New Testament concept of the
people of God and the New Testament understanding of the Christian
community. With a word of caution against seeking the unity of the
church in some form of organization or limiting it to an assertion of
merely invisible unity, he turns to the areas where the unity of the church
already exists, namely, in Christ and in the Father and the Spirit. The
Lutheran reader will ask some questions, for example, regarding unity
and the
Again: \Vhat does the author mean when he s:iys:
"To confess Jesus Christ as S:ivior and Lord is obviously essential
To accept an intricate definition of His relationship to God is not so
obviously essential to saving faith, and surely ought not to be imposed
as a condition of unity"?
L. W. SPITZ

A CRrtlCA.L LEXICON AND
CONCORDANCB
TO THB BNGUSH
AND GRl!l!K NBW TBSTlf.MBNT. By Ethelbert W. Bullinger.
London: The Lamp Press, Ltd., 1957. 999 pages. Cloth:. Price
not given.
This eighth and corrected edition of a concordance which first appeared
near the end of the 19th century is based on the Authorized Version.
It was designed to make it possible for the Bible reader unacquainted with
Greek to extract to some degree the nuances of the original The words
of the AV are listed alphabetically; the Greek word or words which
underlie the translation of this word are then cited, with appropriate
definitions; the passages, finally, in which the English word appears arc
listed in sequence. Small Arabic numbers before each passage identify
the corresponding Greek word which is being translated. By checking
ng
the
of the Greek word which has the same number as the
cited, the student can determine its exact use in the passage.
If the reader cannot read Greek, he can nevertheless
meaning,read the
ith the
help of the corresponding number, that he has the
correct Greek word at hand. The Greek-English index, which makes it
possible for the reader to find all the passages in which • particular Greek
word is represented, is of course useful only to the srudcnt who can read
the Greek letters. Any earnest Bible 1t11dent can with some assisaance
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master the latter skill in a short time. This work bas advantages that
other concordances of a similar narore lack. We recommend it highly
to all users of the Authorized Version, which, because of the helps
especially designed for it, still offers the largest possibilities for serious
Bible 1rody for those who can read the Scriptures only in translation.
The reader who depends on the RSV or other translations is denied
a valuable help like this; his srodics are easily eclipsed by one who uses
the AV at the hand of a concordance like this 11ntl one or more modem
translations.
fRBDBRICK w. DANKBR
BIBLB ANIMALS: MAMMALS OP THB BIBLB. By Lulu Rumsey Wiley.

New York: Vantage Press, Inc., 1958. 479 pages. Ooth. $4.00.
This popularly wrinen discussion of Bible animals limits itself to
and contains an almost incredible amount of material over a
broad field. The chapters are arranged topically in alphabetical order under
the names of mammals as they appear in the King James Translation. The
author is a former teacher in small schools and large, elementary and
secondary, and an experienced librarian. True to her purpose of raking
nothing for granted in presenting her materials, she quotes brief Bible
passages in full where the particular animal is mentioned or described,
and summarizes long passages to provide the proper context. In a very
simple way she then discusses the exact meaning of the name in the
original, with references to other ancient or modern oriental languages
where these are helpful in the identification. The description of each
animal is remarkably complete, and the many illustrations, mostly line
drawings, though largely taken from older standard reference works, are
well reproduced and serve their purpose. Since each has one or more
pertinent Bible passages immediately under it, one can hardly glance
at the piaure without at the s:une time reading the Bible reference.
Wrinen particularly for the general reader and Bible srodent, this
volume will be an excellent acquisition for Sunday school teachers' libraries
and as reference material for upper-grade pupils in Lutheran elementary
and high schools, as well as for Bible classes, parish school teachers, and
pastors. Voluminous, yet without padding, encyclopedic but not dull, very
detailed but never boring, here is an excellent help and stimulation for
the Bible srodent of any age.
ARTHUR KLINCK
THB ORGANIZATION MAN. By William H. Whyte, Jr. New York:

Simon and Schuster, 1956.
pages.
429
Cloth. $5.00.
When
is tired, his defenses usually are down. As he pauses
in the rush of a successful ministry to successful people, he asks himself
ecclesiastic
what the
is all about.
If you have ever wondered even for a moment about our middle-class
American culNre, here is a book you must read.
became
It
a classic in its
field within months after its publication.
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Whyte describes the ideology of the emerging personality of the
organization man u one cut loose from the Protestant ethic. Critia have
argued whether this wu a happy choice of concepa. Most agree that it
serves Whyte'• purpose well. He pictures organization men u the "ones
of our middle dass who have left home, spiritually u well u physically,
co take the vows of organization life, and it is they who are the mind
and 10111 of our great self-perpetuating institutions."
In his book Whyte describes the organization man from his earliest
training to his final position in the organization of the factory, the
mrpontion, the laboratory, the law office, the housing project • •• even
the church! The final section contains an outstanding analysis of the
new suburbia; the perceptive pastor will not be to0 shocked when he reads
of the organization man's reaction to the church. For these are our people.
And deep within our own souls the question forms: Are we, too, anything
more than organization men?
DAVID S. SCHULi.BR
THB NlNEI'BBNTH CBNTURY IN BUROPB (Background and the
R.oman Catholic Phase). Volume I of A Christi1111it1
s
;,. • R•"ol11A
tio1111,y Age:
Hi to,y of Christi1111i1y ;,. th• Ni11•t••11th 11,u/, th•
TWfflti•th C•ntnry. By Kenneth Sc0tt Latourette. New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1958. :xiv and 498 pages. Clorh. $6.00.
Five volumes will complete this history of Christianity in the period
from 1814 to the present. At that, the author says: "In only five volumes
we annot hope to have a complete chronicle of all events, even of all
the significant ones" (p. :x).
Latourette of Yale has written a seven-volume history of missions,
A History of the Bxpa,uion of Christi1111it1; he is the author of a 1,500page A History of Christianity. The present work, however, is described
as essentially a new work. Missions will not be excluded, but the ueatment
will he more comprehensive on the over-all history of the churches
in this period.
Larourene believes that there are "pulsations" in history (p. 116),
periods of advance and recession. The first part of Volume I describes
"the Pint Great Advance - to A. D. 500," which is followed by 'The
Great Recession - A. D. 500-A. D. 950." Then comes 'The Second
Advance, Christendom Becomes Europe - A. D. 950-A. D. 1350." This
must be followed then by 'The Second Recession - A. D. 1350-A. D.
1500." The Reformation Era is ailed "Renewal Through Abounding
Vitality-A. D. 1500-A. D. 1700." Now be is ready to come to the
"Preparation for Revolution: The Eve of the Nineteenth Century." With
all due respect to a master of the historian's craft it must be said that such
a division is too pat an interpretation of complex periods of church history.
Lacourene's discussion of the revolutions of the 19th century, 1789,
1830, 1848, 1870, t2kes into account the many complex factors of the
environment in which the churches found themselves. Latourette is at
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bis best when he describes the history of the churches, borizonwly
in a given segment of time, and the social and
throughout the
economic forces of the period. He is at his weakest
punues
when be
Dogmengesehi,ht•. Ample references
given,
are
usually to secondarJ
works.
His method follows the p:mem one has learned to expect from his
other books. There are p:igcs of derails and pages of generalizations; the
two arc usually easy to relate.
In spite of its weaknesses this work will become a standard reference work.
His treatment of the Roman Carbolic Church in the 19th century
(1815-1914 ), which is the main theme of this first volume, is from
the point of view of a Protestant - Latourette is a Baptist. It tries to be
The suppression of the Jesuits in 1773 -they
objective :and
were not restored until 1814- is characterized by him: "Here was both
a body blow to the Rom:m Catholic Church and what seemed to be an
ominous symptom of inner weakness" (p. 55). Other examples of his
judgments could be cited.
Herc is a history of recent times that historians (not merely church
historians) will use widely.
CARL S. MBYBR
TH11 INTERPREI'II.TION OF THI!. BIBLB: AN HISTORICAL INTRODUCIION. By James D. Wood. London: Duckworth, 1958. 184
p:iges. Boards. 10s. 6d.
Of necessity the author bad to be selective in this litde history of
interpretation. Given more room, he would probably have met all the
questions that were p:isscd by. Many teachers will find this a useful survey
for classes in Biblical interpretation.

The work is based on a judicious use of secondary sources, not on
this is disturbing. Certainly the Co,P•s
primary research. At
re/o,m1110,11m, the Weimar edition of Luther, etc., arc common enough
so that Zwingli, Luther, Wesley, and the post-Reformation authors could
be cited dirccdy and not from quotations in secondary works. The omission of certain authors, such as Reuchlin, Valla, Bullinger, and Bucer, is
hard to understand, although Wood gives surpisingly good coverage to
the left-wing reformers.
The book is aimed at the beginner in the field. The terms "Haggadic"
(pp. 50 and 74) and "Halachic" (p. 74) should have been defined. Again,
chapters IV to VI might give a student too schematic a conception of
early Christian exegesis. Terrullian and Alexandrinus
Oemem
are
contemporaries, even if logically Clement shows an advance in method.
Finally, the beginner would probably appreciate a selective bibliography.
For all that, this little book is a good one. It might well be used u a
pn,legomenon to any
course.
hermencutia
KllBNTZ
EDGAR
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CHRISTIAN OBBDIBNCB IN THB UNIVBRSITY. St•ili•s ;,. the Li/•
01 th. S111Je111 Chris1i11• MOIi•"'•"' of G,• ., s,;,,,;,. "" 1,e/1111il,
1930-,0. By J. Dav.is McCaughey. London: SCM Press, Ltd.,
1958. 228 pages. Com. 251.
Any campus pastor, whether io a full-time or a pan-time capacity,
these studies
by McCaughney. Not that they will solve
will welcome
campus problems for him. However, these studies will help him understand some of the currents on college campuses (even though the writer
tells about the Student Christian Movement across the sea), so that he
can cope with them the better.
CARL S. MBYBR
DlSPBNSA.TlONA.USAf. IN A.MBRlCA.:
DBVBLOP-ITS RISB A.ND
By C. Norman Kraus. Richmond,
$3.00.
VL: JohnPress,
Knox:
Com.
1958. 156 pages. A
history of dispensationalism
written.
needed
Dispensation:tlism
to be
is
an historical orientation. It finds "dispensation usually seven - io each of which God deals with
a different
man oo basis"
of history. Its roots, at least in pan, are found in the teachthe course
ings of the Plymouth Brethren; it flourished in Ameria in the 1870s
and 18801; its proponents fostered the International Prophecy Conferences
and the Niagara Bible Conferences. The Fundamentalist movement of
the 20th century is indebted to it. Like Fundamentalism it needs to be
known to be judged correctly. The Mennonite Princeton-trained historian
C. Norman Kraus has given a sober analysis of the movement. He might
have raised the question 11nd attempted 11n answer about its relationships,
if any, to the ecumenical movement. But he has written a good historically
centered account of a movement that has not been treated extensively
by a historian.
CAJU. S. MEYER
LlnHBRA.N ANNUAL, 19,9. Edited by 0. A. Doro, Armin
Pike. Schroeder,
St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1958.
and Cecil E.
3 72 pages. Paper. 75 cents.
Concordia Publishing House is now celebrating its 90th year ( 1869
to 1959). Th• Lwthe,1111 A.nnN1ll, from its presses, is packed with much
useful information. Editorials, statistics, names 11nd addresses of pastors
and teachers and churches are among its features. The c:alenda.rium is
particularly well done.
CARL S. MBYBB.
WHBN CHRIST COMBS A.ND COMBS A.GA.IN. By T. F. Torrance.
Grand Rapids: W. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1957. 192
pages. $3.00.
A front-rank Scottish theologian, professor of Christian dogmatia
It Edinburgh and coeditor of the Seollish Jo11,11lll of Th.aloK,, publishes
sermons which should help to correct tendencies in modem preaching
to accentuate the preacher's personality and to exalt human decision over
tbe
The sermons are very brief, set under very long texts which
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are expounded not: word by word but according to their major themes.
They swing constandy between the tenor of the Biblical word and the
application to current times and hearers. They arc rcmarbbly explicit
in their accent on the redeeming act of God in Christ. The Calvinistic
emphasis is apparent in the reference to the Lord's Supper u a miracle
of "a supernatural act clothed in a natural form," the bread and wine
conveying the Word of God just as the Gospel docs, but bread and wine
nevertheless (pp. 83 f.). The effort to define the place of personal decision
is attached to the "violence of the kingdom" text Matt.11:12: "There is a
gcnde violence about His meekness that forces us to be violent if we
would have Him. We must rise up and react with determination if we
would know Him" (p. 124). This is circumscribed: "Because it is by
suffering love that the Kingdom of God presses in upon us, men of
determined purpose and decision enter in only when they become 'u
little children"' (p. 126).-This is a noteworthy volume, and its preaching method is exemplary.
llJCHARD R. CABMMERBll
PAPSTIU/tf UND KIRCHE: EPOCHl!N DER PAPSTGl!SCHICHTI!;
AUFBAU UND ORGANISATION Dl!R WELTKIRCHE. By
Philipp Hiltebrandt. Stuttgart: Union Verlag, 19:57. 279 pages.
Cloth. OM 14.S0.
How is the Roman Catholic Church governed? It has survived rulers
and kingdoms that thre:atened it. It is a world power even today. The
author presents an analysis of the administration of this church: the papacy,
the college of cardinals, the "congregations." An historical overview in
the first part is helpful. The volume is written from a detached point
of view by an authority who has studied the machinery and the history
of this church body thoroughly.
CARL S. MBYBll
STRUCIURI! ET TH'SOLOGII! DI! LUC 1-11. By Rene I.aurcntin.
Paris: J. Gabalda, 19:57. 232 pages. Paper. 1.700 francs.
This detailed analysis of the structure and theology of Luke's first twO
chapters is an exciting demonstration of typological methodology. The
leading idea in Luke's introductory chapters, according to I.aurentin, is:
Jesus' entrance to the temple inaugurates the cschatological habitation by
the "Glory," that is to say, by Yahweh, promised by the prophets.
(Page 63)
The author first of all oudines the events u a diptych (parallel infancy
of John and Jesus) in two phases (annunciation and birth). The account
of John's birth serves as a foil for the understanding of the superiority
of Jesus in relation to His redemptive wk. The strong Christological
accent noted in the more obvious suuctural pattern is rc8ectcd in the
details.
One has only to read a few pages of this book to find that it is thoroughly insuuaivc and tantalizingly enlightening. This is not: wild
thcologizing. A tactful reserve is evident throughout. Though the author
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is concerned that the Blcssc:d Virgin receive her due, he is the first to
rejm weird and unwarranted claims (see pp.168 ff.). Special pleading
is at a minimum ( but sec p. 182), and XtXCIQL'tCOJ&&YYI means just what the
original says and no more, that Mary is the recipient of God's gracious
favor, which is extended to the lowly and the humbly dependent (p.34).
If Mary's role is considered in such detail it is only to focus the glory
of Jesus more sharply.
One cannot dismiss this book patronizingly. However, certain problems
do suggest themselves which perhaps lie ouuide the proper province of
llureatia's particular investigation. Which of his findings can be ascribed
directly to Luke, which to the theological insight of the Christian community, and which to pure constructive science? What is required is a de11iled analysis of the entire structure of Luke's Gospel and the Aas in the
light of his introductory chapters.
This is a work to be read through to be appreciated. It cannot be
nibbled. Even if one cannot share conviction with the author on all
points, what begins with wonder before Luke's masterpiece ends in
profounder worship at Bethlehem.
FREDERICK W. DANKER
THE HERITAGE OP THE AflDDLB WEST. Edited by John J. Murray.
Nofflllla: University of Oklahoma Press, 1958. xiv and 303 pages.
Ooth. $4.00.
Into the Middle West the Old Lutherans came, and many others.
They brought with them their inheritance from the Old World, and in
rhe "Garden of the World" they found prosperity. Whatever their motives
were, utopian or political or religious, they found the land of the free.
Here they contributed to philosophy and literature, to art and education,
and to politics. But the Old Lutherans were not the most important or
rhe most significant of the many who came into, or were born in, the
Middle West. The many others were much more important. This, however, is a wholesome book for many Lutherans to read, since it portrays
rhe larger complex out of which their heritage came. Sidney E. Mead of
the University of Chicago has contributed the chapter on religion, one
of the twelve aspcctS of the "heritage" treated. The twelve essays give
a new, penetrating insight into the meaning of the history of the heartland of our country, which is, in many ways, provincial and isolationist,
but vibrant and concerned.
CARL S. MBYEK

Rl!UGION IN AMBRICA. Origin11l Ess111s °" R•ligion in " Pr•• Soeut,.
Edited by John Cogley. New York: Meridian Books, Inc., 1958.
288 pages. Paper. $1.45.
A seminar on Religion in a Free Society, sponsored by the Fund for
rhe Republic in May 1958, heard 11 essays by as many different men on
religious pluralism, church and state, the school question, the secular
challenge, and specifically religion in a free society. John Courtney Murray
and Reinbold Niebuhr dealt with the first of these five topia; Leo Pfeffer
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and Wilbur G. Katz, with the second. The school question was aeated
by Will Herberg and James Hastings Nichols. Walter J. Ong and Suingfellow Barr read essays on the secular cballenge. Gustave Weigel, Abnham
Joshua Hescbel, and Paul Tillich bad their say on the last topic. Eleven
such men will not agree; but they will stimulate thought. They bad much
of importance to say about an .important topic. Theological, sociological,
political, and philosophical viewpoints are brought to bear on closely related
aspects of a wider theme. The theme, however, is one of immediate
relevance.
CARL S. MBYBll

URBAN CHURCH PLANNING: THB CHURCH DISCOVBRS rrs
COMMUNITY. By Walter Kloeali and Anhur Hillman. Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press. 186 pages. Paper. $2.'.50.
Protestants have never learned
evangelize
to
people who do not speak
the language of their own cultural group. As David Barry charged, at any
given time one third of the Prorestant churches in any city are facing
a crisis; but the crisis is not economic or racial as they think. It derives
from the inability to make a vital contact with the people who live
in a city.
This book comes as the most recent challenge to the church to awaken
to a genuine service to its community. It is of special interest to us because
it is written from a Lutheran orientation. Until this time the stimulating
material on the city church had to be adapted to fit in a Lutheran frame.
Kloetzli is the secretary for Urban Church Planning of the National
Lutheran Council; Hillman is a good urban sociologist and writer.
While the early chapters offer little which is new in describing the
city and the urban way of life, it bears restating for the man who is
beginning to read in this field. By way of general critique, one is occa•
sionally overwhelmed with the number of lengthy quotes included in
practically every chapter; the material would have greater cohesion if
it bad been predigested by the writers.
The book's greatest contribution is a thorough description of the
methods and techniques of congregational self-study. With the aid of
the chapters and appendices, a church and irs leadership should be able
to do a creditable job of analyzing itself
its 1111d
community. Since this
type of program is being promoted in urban areas across the country,
the book should serve a growing need. Its price, although it is a paper·
":iack. should not limit its circulation.
DAVID S. ScHULLBll

THB STRUCTURB OP CHRISTIAN BTHICS. By Joseph Sittler. Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 19:58. 88 pages. $2.'.50.
Joseph Sittler has been termed "America's preacher to the university."
If this tide raises any question concerning his ability to give a certain
sound and refrain from toadying to the idols of humanism, this volume,
the Rockwell Lectures at the Rice Institute in Houston, should amply
answer it. It is a ringing manifesto of the primacy of God in the behavior
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of the man with whom God bas related Himself in Jesus Christ. The
first chapcer di1CUaes the language of the Bible in articulating this
aruaure; the aecond, the acts of creation and rcst0ration through the
redempcion and raurrection of Christ; and the third, the content of the
mmml behavior. "Christian ethics is Chris1olo6iul ethia, not in the
sense that such ethics are correlates derived from propositions about Christ,
but in the sense that they ue faithful re-enactments of that life" (p. 48).
Sittler subsumesresponse
the
in the term f11Uh, his word for the "reenactment of the Christ-life from below" (p. 4S). He makes dear that
the ethical drive is basically not love - that is already response - but
the "experienced work of God done in Christ and actUalized in faith"
(ibid. and p. SB). He pleads for a freeing of the concept "faith" from
ia alternative to works; and for a deepening of the understanding of
Christ as Servant. In compressed
describes
lines he
the working-out of
mis principle in the practical judgments of life. While many a student
might feel the content of Sittler's term "faith" to be closer to the
Johaaniae "life" than it is to faith, his method bas the merit of squaring
with Gal. S:6 and with the accents of Martin Luther; his use of the term
focuses upon the essential dependence of the believer upon God for the
life active in Christ. Couched in the creative and rolling English which
is Sitder'1 hallmark, the book is vital indeed.
RICHARD R. CABMMBRllll
THB CHlfLLBNGB OP CHILDR1!.N. By the Co-operative Parents' Group
of Palisades Pre-School Division and Mothers' and Children's Educational Foundation, Inc. (Dr. Martha Prank, Director). New York:
Whiteside, Inc., and William Morrow and Company, 1957. Third
printing. 192 pages. Cloth. $3.7S.
''Dedie1ted to other parents for the prevention of parental delinquency," this is a book of surprising merit on character education. Here
are not dry moral codes, killing rules, wearisome statistics, and absuact
theories of education, but earnest simplicity and refreshing common sense,
deep psychological insight and undemanding of human development

and needs.
The hook is naturalistic in tenor, Deweyish in educational optimism,
without criteria for the determination of "good" and "values," and without benefit of distinaively Christian basis and goals, means, and methods.

However, pastors, teachers, and other leaclers of parent groups in Christian churches will find in this book a .rich and stimulating supply of
discussion materials
underscore
to
the power of parental example and
to capitalize the simple formula: "Live the virtues to which you would
aain your children."
Coming at a time of new emphasis on parental respomibility, this
book merits a place in personal and congregational, college and seminary
libraries. It should be read ''by everyone to whom the life of a child
is entrusted."
A.G. MDXBNS
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STRA.NGB ALTA.RS: A. Sr:rit,111,lll A.t,t,r11is11l of 1h11 Latlgt1. By J. W.
Acker, St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 19S9. 94 paga.
Paper. $ 1.00.
The author, a member of The Lutheran Church- Missouri Synod's
Commission on Fraternal Organizations, presents a digest for the purpose
of delineating the Scriptural principles underlying the church's stand
against the lodge. He illustrates u concisely u possible the objectionable
features of the fraternal orders considered in this ueatment. He also
tteats briefly the organizations sometimes erroneously confused with lodges
and spells out an evangelical but firm synodical lodge practice on the
buis of the lodge paragraphs of Synod's H1111d/Joolt.
The reader will find complete and concise information on the organizational suuccure of Masonry. A description of recent development
in lodgery and recommended procedures in dealing with members of
lodges and miscellaneous organizations make this a valuable handbook on
the subject of strange altars.
The author acknowledges the debt he owes to the materials accumulated
by the late Dr. Theodore Graebner and to the valuable assistance of
Dr. Paul Bretseher, chairman of the Commission on Fraternal Organi•
zations. One will find here u excellent a tteatment of the matter u is
possible in a book of less than 100 pages.
HARRY G. ColNBR
THB GNOSTIC RBUGION. THB MESSA.GB 01' THB AUBN GOD
A.ND THB BEGINNINGS OP CHRISTIANITY. By Hans Jonas.
Boston: Beacon Press, 19S8. xviii and 302 pages. Cloth. $6.00.
English theological and historical literature is richer because of this
book, since it is the only comprehensive disawion of Gnosticism available.
Sober, detailed, and interesting, it provides a good summary of generally
accepted facts and of recent additions to the body of knowledge. While
scholar the
will appreciate this
written primarily for the nonspecialist,
concise summary.
After a general introduction on the religious climate of the times,
Jonas discuucs Gnostic thought and symbolism synthetically. The bulk
of the book is given over to an analysis of the individual systems of Simon
Magus, the Hymn of the Pearl, Marcion, the Hermetic Corpus, the Valentinians, and Mani. Jonas distinguishes two forms of Gnosticism, a SyrianEgyptian and an Iranian, on the basis of differing theories of the origin
of evil. Throughout the book liberal cirations of source materials in
translation are provided, including material from the recently published
B111111g11/i11m Vt1ril11lis discovered in Egypt about 194S.
The Jut section of the book compares Gnosticism to the classical mind.
Here Jonu' interest in his subject leads him to do less than justice to the
variety of Greek thought. They also had an unknown god, a primal cause
"beyond essence and intellectual undersranding" ( Fcstugiere), seen especially in Plotinus. The discussion of Stoicism's fictitious element (p. 249)
does not ethical
take the
concerns of thinkers like Epictetus seriously
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(Epictetus is never cited by Jonas). Since this is the best book on the
subject in English and its bibliography is outstanding, it deserves wide use.
EooAR KRENTZ

UNDBR.STANDING GRIEP. By Edgar N. Jackson. New York and
Nuhville: Abingdon Press, 1957. 237 pages, notes, bibliography,
and index. Ooth. $3.50.
The author is a Methodist pastor who is also trained in psychotherapy
and heads a guidance clinic in New Rochelle, N. Y. He hu written a
useful book, How to Prt1"eh lo Pt1opltls N••tls. The approach in this
volume is from psychology, chiefiy of Freudian orientation; the theoretical
structure is buttressed with case studies. The problems of identification,
substitution, and guilt in grief are analyzed. Religious faith is introduced
at the level of developing a scile of values sufficient to sustain the individual. In discussing "'concepts for a working faith" Jackson describes
the values of ""the concept of Jesus, who communicates God"s redeeming
love" (p. 116); the redemption seems to be thought of as exemplary
man's spiritual natu
rather than ndical. Jackson feels that
is itself an
assumption of faith and employs Tillich categories
thetoleap
define ""
of faith." The bulk of the book is devoted to the value of religious
practices and the techniques of pastoral care in the doma:n of grief. The
latter are discussed in the framework of the basic psychological theory,
but also with good common sense. Interesting is the chapter an "'Preparing
People for Grief Situations," traversing the field of religious education
in general, and preaching. "Nine Criteria for Evaluating a Funeral"
(p. 223) are very useful. The concept of the resurrection is not negated,
nor is it exploited.
RICHARDR. CAEMMERER

UGHT THE DARK STREETS. By C. Kilmer Myers. Greenwich:
pages. The
Ooth. $4.00.
Seabury Press, 1957. 156
'"Grimly absorbing," the dust jacket comments. And indeed it is. The
64,000 youths who pass through the doors of St. Augustine's on the lower
East Side of New York became more alive with the turn of each page.
They are the youngsters - mostly from the minority groups - whom the
fast whirl of society keeps shunting to one side. They arc ignored until
their violence in gang warfare Rashes across the morning headlines. But
after the ire of good citizens is satisfied, they are once again ignored.
But the church cares. Every church says this. Here is one that followed through with aaion - intelligent aaion. The priests who staff the
chapel have a deep spiritual understanding of what the church is. As
Anglians they are deeply conscious of the body of Christ. But they are
equally sensitive to the living throb of humanity outside their doors.
This book tells the warm story of the struggle which these men know
daily for the lives of the kids who make up the gangs of this angry
world. The book is an adventure in reading - a must for any church
which is attempting seriously to make contact with delinquents.
DAvm

s. SCHULLER
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